
 
Need a keyboard or piano or a piano tuner? 

 
D.C PIANO COMPANY 
MMS is happy to partner with D.C. Piano Company in Berkeley for all of our digital and acoustic piano needs. 
They are a wonderful, locally owned piano store, selling new and used pianos, keyboards, and sheet music. 
 
DC Piano is currently happy to help MMS students find the right keyboard or piano, whether it’s a first time 
purchase, an upgrade, or a better suited instrument for online learning. D.C. will deliver directly to your home 
for your ease and safety. You can shop in person or at their online store. 
 
For inexpensive starter keyboards, we recommend the Casio Privia PX 160 (out of stock as of Aug 2020 )  and 
the Roland FP 10 (out of stock but will be in stock shortly) for $499.   And for just a bit more cost, but a lot more 
features, we recommend the Roland FP 30, and the Kawai ES110 at $699.  After that the Kawai and Roland 
lines take over with a higher quality piano touch and sound than most anything on the market.  Explore the 
Kawai CN and CA Series and the Roland HP and LX Series.  And for the experienced pianist looking for the 
ultimate piano touch with digital capabilities, see the Kawai Hybrid pianos, Novus NV-5, NV-10 digital pianos 
with real piano actions and the K200, K300, and K500 Aures acoustic pianos with full silent(digital) capabilities. 
D.C. Piano Co. also carries a wide range of used and new acoustic pianos.  Upright pianos like the Yamaha 
U1, Kawai K300, and grand pianos made by Steinway & Sons, Yamaha, Kawai, and more.  They repair, 
maintain, and even fully restore all their pianos in-house. 
 
For MMS students, D.C. Piano Co. will offer 15% off all Kawai and Roland digital pianos, excluding the ES, and 
FP series.  The Casio Privias, and Kawai and Roland ES and FP lines are sold everywhere across the internet 
and the pricing is highly regulated. But D.C  offers a 10% discount on those models as an incentive to keep 
business local, instead of online. In addition all acoustic pianos are offered at a 10% discount with free 
delivery.  
  
  
We recommend you stop in to visit them in Berkeley.  

 
 

Please be sure to say McAllister Music Studio sent you to receive 
 extra special care!* 

 
For all your piano tuning needs, we recommend: 
 
ROBERT MITCHELL @ MITCHELL PIANO SERVICE 

http://www.mitchellpianoservice.com 
mitchellpianoservice@gmail.com 
415-994-1030 
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